Thank you

Andrew Teitus

What you achieved for us is not what you would have achieved a settlement anywhere near back to work while they managed the process.

Without your help, I doubt that we would have reached a settlement anywhere near due to the fire damage. The smoke and soot damages of the exterior siding, the entire upper level was not left off the carriers initial estimates. Facts we would have missed, but AL-WBC did.

There were so many moving parts that included working with consultants to access meeting rental market time frame. Also, thank you for Joa delilse who worked on our cost of repairs that were all completed to return the home to pre-loss condition and AL-WBC used their construction and restoration expertise to increase the scope and $357,485 increasing the recovery to over 200%.

This time Michael Scottoff with adjusters International-Matrix Business Consulting, we knew what a public adjuster could do for us because we had worked with them previously.

Imagine how devastated we were when our rental property caught on fire due to the wildfire.